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Follow the simple instructions and use Mailing List Manager and I guarantee you will TRIPLE the results

of your marketing efforts... No Matter What You Are Selling! From: Austin Dean Regarding: Mailing List

Manager If you are looking for an easy to install and easy to use program to handle all of your mailing

requirements then look no further. Mailing List Manager will suit your needs. Whether you're starting a

new online business or have been in business for years, if you're not following up with your prospects, or

if you're paying monthly fees for email follow-up, you may be flushing your advertising dollars and your

profits, down the drain. It's a fact that the majority of people typically don't buy (or take a desired action)

as a result of an initial marketing contact, even if they are perfectly targeted for the offer. According to a

recent research study, 81 of major sales are closed after the 5th contact. Consistent follow-up is crucial to

closing the sale. Automate your email campaigns and convert your leads into sales with Mailing List

Manager Robust and feature packed, Mailing List Manager is an affordable, easy-to-use software

application that installs on your web site. It delivers instant information to your customers, prospects or

visitors. Mailing List Manager: is safe and easy to use; costs just pennies to roll out; lowers your operating

costs significantly; and increases your profits dramatically! Here are some of its powerful features: Mail

Manager Pro is a web-based php/mysql program that offers you unique ability to fully manage your

mailing list and newsletters. *Easy Subscription:- Allows you to easily generate a subscribe/unsubscribe

form with the click of a mouse. It then creates the complete HTML code ready to put on the web and start

building your massive list :-) *Multi-List:- with Mailing List Manager you can run as many different mailing

lists as you want all from one easy to use interface. *Mass Mail The Entire List From Your Admin Area

*Archieves All Your Mailings *Tracks Clicks as well as who out of your list has read/opended the email.

*Send Personalized Emails To Your List by Just adding special tags wherever you want the subscribers

name to appear in the email. ...and much much more. Here are a few more powerful features... It also

comes with a comprehensive User Guide in .pdf format. No Monthly Fees - Pay Only Once then Own it

for Life 100 Guaranteed or your Money Back in 30 days. Very Easy to Install - in less than 10 minutes.

Complete Easy to Follow Installation Instructions even if don't have technical skills. Use on Unlimited
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Number of Domains that you own. Works on Unlimited number of subscribers. It will work great even if

you have 100 or 100 thousand subscribers. Fully automated, will work for you 24 Hours a Day 7 Days a

Week Super fast email delivery - 600 emails per minute Automatically wraps words at 65 characters per

line. Full Customization - can send emails with actual names of clients and email addresses Customized

"Thank You" Page. You can set-up a thank you page after your client has subscribed. You can manually

Unsubscribe any email addresses Your subscribers can also automatically Unsubscribe using a Link in

every email message All messagesfollow-up emails can have an attachment - you can attach any file

type to your email messages up to 2MB Power Checking of Duplicate Email Addresses. Once an email

has been used, it will delete the same email address if use in subscribing again. You free-up yourself in

cleaning your database of duplicate email addresses. Very easy to use Admin Control Panel where you

set up your messages in a matter of minutes. Subscription Box automatically generated for you You will

never be accused of spamming. You will always have an email sent to you as a PROOF of the actual

email address and IP address of your subscribers. You will receive a report every time a message is sent

to your subscribers. You will always know what you autoresponder is doing for you. Very minimum

system requirements *Unix Operating system (linux/FreeBSD) *Perl5 Interpreter (standard on unix

machines) *SendMail (standard on unix machines) *Works without CRON jobs (which are not allowed on

many servers) Absolutly I want sell this $97 but in tradebit order this fantastic software for just $2,9 After

purchase, you'll get access to download Mailing List Manager and you can begin using it right away! The

software will pay for itself over and over again every time you use it! Don't Waste Your Hard Earned

Profits Click here to order right now for only $2,9 (With Master Resell Rights) You can get INSTANT

ACCESS Here's To Your Success, Austin Dean
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